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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
The Walt Disney Company, commonly referred to as Disney, is an American multinational
diversified mass media company headquartered in Walt Disney Studios, Burbank, California,
United States. It is the largest media conglomerate in the world in terms of revenue.

Founded on October 16, 1923, by Walt and Roy Disney as the Disney Brothers Cartoon Studio,
Walt Disney Productions established itself as a leader in the American animation industry before
diversifying into live-action film production, television, and travel. Taking on its current name in
1986, The Walt Disney Company expanded its existing operations and also started divisions
focused upon theatre, radio, music, publishing, and online media. In addition, it has created new
divisions of the company in order to market more mature content than it typically associates with
its flagship family-oriented brands.
The company is best known for the products of its film
studio, the Walt Disney Studios, and today one of the
largest and best-known studios in Hollywood. Disney
also owns and operates the ABC broadcast television
network; cable television networks such as Disney
Channel, ESPN, A+E Networks, and ABC Family;
publishing, merchandising, and theatre divisions; and
owns and licenses 14 theme parks around the world. It
also has a successful music division. The company has
been a component of the Dow Jones Industrial Average
since May 6, 1991. An early and well-known cartoon
creation of the company, Mickey Mouse, is the official
mascot of The Walt Disney Company
Despite the success of Disney over the decades there is a rather unsavoury side which has
unfortunately blighted its role as a provider of entertainment for children. In this weeks edition we
take a look at the more sinister side of the Walt Disney agenda and then we prove it by taking a
recent Walt Disney production and showing you iron clad proof that the revelations surely cannot
be put down to coincidence.
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To be able to subliminally influence the masses on area of entertainment. Most people are convinced
a continuous basis, one of the tools that the power that Disney films are both harmless and pleasant.
elite use is the movie industry; and one of their most
Walt Disney is one of the Illuminati’s best
powerful tools is Hollywood.
deceptions! The treacherous image of “the
wholesome Disney movie” is a major triumph of the
Illuminati. Behind Disney entertainment dark things
lurk: the so-called snuff movies (in which people are
actually being killed on-camera) and hard and
violent porn. Joe Roth, director of Walt Disney
Studios, also heads daughter companies like
Touchstone, Miramax and Hollywood Pictures.
These companies are front companies for
pornographic movies. However, the main public will
never see the pornography that has been produced
for years by the Illuminati.
The most important part of the movie industry is in
the hands of the Illuminati, and their interest is in
being able to reach a mass audience. They also
produce movies that are filled with the Monarch
mind control propaganda. In most movies and
popular television soaps, Monarch slaves play the
lead roles.
Hollywood is a gigantic center for mind control.
Lieutenant-Colonel Dave Grossman is a specialist
in the field of programming. He trains soldiers to kill
people on command. In his book “On Killing”,
Grossman writes that the world of entertainment
uses the same tools the army uses to train soldiers
in killing people. According to Grossman, there is,
however, a difference:

Walt Disney was, in reality, a sadistic porn king pin
who enjoyed making pornographic movies. Behind
the scenes at Disney, we also find white slavery,
mind control of Monarch slaves and the temptation
of several generations to witchcraft. Nobody in the
world has managed to sell witchcraft as effectively
“Soldiers are trained to kill on command, but kids as the Disney brothers.
are trained to kill whenever they feel like it!”
The well-known movie “Return from Witch
Grossman writes that the training to kill starts with Mountain” was one of the most powerful
encouragements for witchcraft in its day. Mind
cartoons:
control and Monarch slaves were paraded on“It starts with innocent cartoons and, as they grow screen deliberately.
older, goes on with very violent actions on the
screen. At that point, parents start to forbid their One of the biggest temptations to witchcraft and
children to watch movies with age restrictions Satanism is the world-famous production of the Star
(violence, bad language, etc.). These movies show Wars movies. Everything in this trilogy has to do
stabbings, spraying blood, gunfights, bodies being with Satanism and witchcraft, which became
riddled with bullets and other atrocities.”
prolonged and even more pronounced with each
subsequent episode. Like many other Hollywood
Walt Disney was the man that gave us cartoons, productions, Star Wars is used to program people
theme parks and amazing movies for all ages. into becoming Monarch slaves. And all that under
the cover of innocent entertainment.
Disney has become the largest corporation in the
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The film company ABC produced the Disney vehicle
Wild Palms, a movie that clearly showed how mindcontrol works and how the Illuminati live. It is about
the way children are kidnapped and babies are
switched at birth. It even showed how cartoons are
used to teach children to kill. Wild Palms also
showed the interconnection of the bloodlines
through deliberate marriages amongst the Illuminati.

target and program thousands of people for criminal
intentions. The masses do not realize that there is
no difference between the fictional violence in these
movies and the violence that we see in the real
world! It would appear that the Illuminati assume
that, should they be recognized, “nobody will give a
damn.”

Parents and adults will be shocked to learn what
lies hidden in Disney’s cartoons. The master plan of
the Illuminati involves disturbing the family life by
setting children against parents and encouraging
violence. Ultimately, the Illuminati are working
towards establishing a violent society. To achieve
their objective, there has to be a lot of violence in
movies, on TV and in cartoons. Parents do not
realize that their children are continuously being
exposed to a cocktail of occultism, witchcraft and
subliminal pornography.
As an example, the animated movie The Little
Mermaid contains various pornographic images,
incorporating male genitalia on the cover of the
video.
The name “Illuminati”, however, is not mentioned
anywhere in the movie, but the similarities between
“The Father” and the leadership of the Illuminati are
quite obvious. In the movie the slaves addressed
the programmers as “Father” and “Mother”, with one
of the main characters stating:
“There will be a day when we wake up and realize
that this country isn’t ours, and nobody will give a
damn.”
The movie showed that nothing happens by
accident. The movie’s producer, Bruce Wagner,
clearly showed his knowledge of mind control. The
fact that the movie was produced and released is
testament to the arrogance of the Illuminati, who
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The occult world of black magic also supports
Disney’s movie industry and, as early as the 1920s
and 1930s, knew what had to be done in the name
of the master.

5. The 1951 Donald Duck cartoon “Corn Chips”
shows how Donald hits his nephews Huey and
Louis over the head. Huey and Louis later return
with a bag of stolen popcorn, which they empty over
Donald’s front yard. The “eye for an eye” principle
1. A 1920 Disney movie shows children skipping is, dialectically speaking, completely justified in
class successfully, shoplifting and playing a cheerful Disney movies.
game of hockey. A veritable encouragement of bad
behaviour.
2. The 1925 movie “Alice Stage Struck” shows how
little Alice is bound and gagged, and dragged to a
lumber saw. The Illuminati cleverly address the
curiosity of the “child” inside each adult person. The
Illuminati want to show that occult witchcraft is a
common phenomenon.
3. In the early 1940s, Disney experienced financial
difficulties. Nelson Rockefeller helped out by paying
for the production of cartoons about South America.
The Three Caballeros shows an illustrious Donald
Duck chasing after South American women.
4. In 1934, Walt Disney made a cartoon about the
goddess of secret religions called Persephone. In
this movie, entitled “The Goddess of Spring”, Satan
abducts Persephone to take her as his bride and
bring her to the underworld. After six months she is
allowed to return to earth. It is remarkable that the
rituals surrounding Persephone are the same as the
rituals that have their origins within the Illuminati.
6. In the movie “Alice in Wonderland” Disney shows
how Alice walks away from her responsibilities and
partakes in wonderful and carefree adventures.
7. In the 1951 cartoon “Get Rich Quick”, Goofy wins
a huge amount of money at a poker game. His wife,
who first was against him playing poker,
immediately forgives him when she sees how much
he has won. Quite a reprehensible form of
dialectics.
8. Disney’s “Gargoyle” cartoons were made for
television and are clear examples of Satan’s
demonic teachings. They tell the story of a race of
demons that protects the city of New York. One of
the gargoyles is even called “Demonia”.
In another cartoon, Mickey Mouse is shown sniffing
cocaine!
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Whoever thinks that Disney only creates fairytales is
very much mistaken. In these fairytales, facts are
replaced with fiction to facilitate mind control. Both
“Snow White” and “Pinocchio” contain occult
principles like death and resurrection. Snow White
and the Seven Dwarves contains very important
occult theme’s that were used to program Monarch
children.

children. We see girls walk through a mirror with the
three lives of Thomasina, accompanied by the song
“I’m a Little Teapot”. Eventually, someone indeed is
turned into a teapot!

9. In 1940, Disney produced the two animated
movies “Pinocchio” and “Fantasia”, which were
used by the Illuminati to program children. Although
Fantasia was a flop, it was a perfect mind control
tool.
The appearance of a fictional reality is what makes
these movies so dangerous. Behind this facade
hides the ideology of occultism, which is passed
down from generation to generation and is one of
the most far reaching aspects of occultism in the
world.
Walt Disney worked hard on creating a seemingly
benign and innocent image and was not afraid to
squash property owners, steal ideas and leave a
trail of victims. For decades, Walt Disney was a
heavy drinker and alcoholic. However, with all the
power of the media behind him he had nothing to
worry about, because nothing ever reached the light
10. In the 1950s, the Illuminati used Disney’s of day. These kinds of facades of moral purity and
animated movies Alice in Wonderland and The sobriety usually hide extremely sinister and Satanic
Wizard of Oz as a basis for programming Monarch practices. Adolf Hitler, for example, was someone
who washed his hands several times a day. Walt
slaves.
Disney washed his hands several times an hour!
11. On October 27, 1954 Walt Disney’s Wonderful
World of Color, a celebration of Disney’s movies, It is important to know in this respect that an alter
was broadcasted on television. The words ego that is forced to take on a different personality
“wonderful”, “world” and “color” were chosen or to carry out an Illuminati command compulsively
deliberately by an Illuminati mind programmer. washes his hands in pretence of innocence. Walt
Specific colors and color combinations were chosen Disney was a Freemason in the thirty-second
for the Disney cartoons and theme parks, all as part degree and a dedicated supporter of occultism and
born in Spain, out of wedlock. It is suspected that
of mind control.
Isabelle Zamora Ascendo was his mother. Upon
12. In the “Magician’s Apprentice” (a cartoon about investigating his history, it was discovered that this
the ancient theme of total control over the earth), we Hollywood mogul was related to the Bush family,
see Mickey Mouse getting involved in a love-hate porn king Hugh Heffner, Princess Diana and
relationship. Such a love-hate relationship is used to Hollywood star Clint Eastwood.
traumatize and program slaves.
Many researchers have studied Walt Disney’s
13. In America, the television program, “The legacy, and those who found out his well hidden
Wonderland Show” was shown in several states. secrets and published them faced terrible
This show was designed to program the thoughts of hardships.
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The Global Watch Weekly has attempted to prove
that the same set of symbols – those of the ruling
elite – are being permeated across popular culture.
While we often look at outlets intended for teenagers
or young adults (such as movies and music videos),
children are definitely not exempt of it. A blatant
example is Disney’s new show Gravity Falls, a
“quirky and endearing” cartoon about 12-year old
twins spending summer with their Great Uncle Stan
in Gravity Falls, Oregon.
The show is full of eyes everywhere. There’s even a jar of eyeballs for
sale at Stan’s store.

The 40 seconds long intro theme alone is loaded
with symbolism. You can find it on Youtube by doing
a search for “Disney’s Gravity Falls - Opening
Theme”.

All-Seeing eye inside of triangle and more here…
This frame flashes for literally a split second at the end of the intro. We

First, Great Uncle Stan wears a fez, which is the hat
worn by the Shriners – an appendant body of
Freemasonry. As they like to say, all Shriners are
Masons, but not Masons are Shriners.

can easily recognize the Illuminati pyramid with illuminated capstone
and All-Seeing eye, along with other alchemical and magical symbols.
Also, there’s the Contra code on NES, which is rather hilarious.

Here are some interesting shots from the first
episode of Gravity Falls.

Stan wearing a Fez hat. Also, he is hiding one eye for the heck of it.

Up until 2010, only 32nd Degree Scottish Rite
Masons (the highest degree attainable other than the
honorary 33rd) or Knight Templars of the York Rite
could join the Shriners. This means that Grunkle Fez
is most probably a high level Freemason. Therefore,
he knows what’s the deal with all of these symbols.
He knows.
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Aside from the eyeballs everywhere, the little The attic of Great Uncle Stan’s shack has a
humans in a jar are homunculi – a concept that is prominent Masonic stained glass window featuring a
found in alchemy and occult rites. The image below symbol that is omnipresent in this cartoon.
is a 19th-century engraving of Goethe’s Faust and
Homunculus

Stan appears to have two Owl clocks – the owl is an
ancient symbol representing the occult elite (those
who work in darkness), the Illuminati and the
Bohemian Grove.

Other relevant images in the movie is the following
which is the All-Seeing Eye at the apex of the
mountain.
Look at the rug on the floor in the image below. What
can you see?. Is it becoming obvious?

Another is “Floating eyeballs, are they watching me?”
seen below
In short, Disney’s new show is centered around a
specific set of symbols associated with secret
societies and the occult elite, which we call the
Illuminati. While some might argue that these signs
are inserted to add “mystery” to the show, we must
also consider the fact that popular culture in general
is being permeated with the exact same set of
symbols. This show plays it part by exposing young
children to the symbolism, which normalizes it and
ultimately accomplishes what the occult elite has
been doing for centuries: Hiding in plain sight.
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